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GIATI INTRODUCES THE FUTURE GENERATION OF PREMIER PAVILIONS
GIATI Designs, Inc., manufacturer and marketer of quality crafted interior/exterior teak
furniture, die-cast aluminum furniture, market umbrellas, pavilions and European all-weather
textiles introduces their new Premier Pavilion, a luxurious outdoor living space that combines
high performance technology with time honored handcrafting techniques. Re-designed and
engineered to meet today’s challenges, the new Giati Premier Pavilion surpasses previous
models in beauty and durability. Custom cast fittings, additional tubular ribs, meticulous
attention to every construction detail and ease of assembly are the ingredients that establish
Giati Premier Pavilions as the gold standard in exterior furnishing solutions.
Giati Premier Pavilions are designed to withstand exposure to water and wind. The canopy
and drapes are comprised of exterior fabrics that are either water repellent, or permit water
to pass through so that fabrics dry rapidly. The pavilion canopy is designed with a wind vent
to allow gusts of wind to escape. These wind vents separate from the main canopy so that
the wind blows out freely. Pavilions must be securely installed on one of two base options;
concrete (set of four) or flange (concrete or wood deck installation).
Pavilion structure consists of powder coated aluminum frames. Four mid-span support ribs
have been added to enhance structural integrity and prevent the fabric from sagging.
Heavy wall 2” aluminum tubing allows the pavilion to span 12’ or more. Tensioned, side-byside stainless steel wire cables can accommodate both sheer and standard weight curtains.
Pavilion dimensions are 9’ by 9’ with an overall height of 115”; 10’ by 10’ with an overall
height of 132” or 12’ by 12’ with an overall height of 132”. Valances may be straight,
scalloped or crenelated with contrast edging.
The double wind vented canopy gives the pavilion its handsome, regal appearance. A wide
array of stunning fabric selections is available for the wind vents, the valance, the draperies
and the appliqués from the Giati Elements™ Collection of exclusive textiles, sheers and trim.
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